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Ref: ES93244

Price: 4,200,000€
Villa
Orihuela Costa
8
8
600m² Build Size
1,070m² Plot Size
Pool: Yes

This spendid property, built on a 1.070 m2 plot, in corner, is located only 100 m from the
sea in Cabo Roig and surrounded by exuberant gardens with a large heating swimming
pool and terraces. Entering the villa, we find a magnificent and large hall with a 8 m
ceiling height and a marble mosaic in its center. On both sides, stairs lead to the upper
floors. The ground floor consists of several sitting rooms, a library with fireplace and a
huge kitchen that will delight any cook. The upper floor consists of six complete suites,
each one with private bathroom, dressing room and private terrace wi...(Ask for More
Details!)
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This spendid property, built on a 1.070 m2 plot, in corner, is located only 100 m from the sea in Cabo Roig
and surrounded by exuberant gardens with a large heating swimming pool and terraces. Entering the villa, we
find a magnificent and large hall with a 8 m ceiling height and a marble mosaic in its center. On both sides,
stairs lead to the upper floors. The ground floor consists of several sitting rooms, a library with fireplace and a
huge kitchen that will delight any cook. The upper floor consists of six complete suites, each one with private
bathroom, dressing room and private terrace with views to the beautiful gardens. There is also a solarium
with jacuzzi and panoramic sea views. The luxury basement area, as the rest of the villa, combines high
quality finishes with marble flooring and solid wooden cupboards and doors. It consists of a cinema room and
other additional rooms for guests, friends. An elevator connects all floors. The entire villa is equipped with the
latest in electronic systems, home automation and security.
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